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Abstract

Current NASA research points toward exciting Super 80, and the A-310). For all such aircraft,
opportunities for large reductions in viscous however, the present state-of-the-art is for
drag. Research is underway on natural laminar airplane designs based on turbulent flow with
flow, laminar flow control by suction, and the attendant penalty for viscous drag.
turbulent drag reduction. Preliminary results

suggest that a significant amount of natural Viscous drag represents approximately half of
laminar flow can be achieved on small, straight- the total drag and fuel burn for a long-range

wing airplanes. On larger, swept-wing aircraft, commercial transport aircraft and results in
laminar flow control by distributed suction is about a third of its direct operating cost.
expected to result in significant fuel savings. Achieving all-laminar flow on such an aircraft
The area over which laminar flow control Is would reduce viscous drag by nearly 90%, fuel
applied depends on tradeoffs involving structural burned almost 45%, and direct operating cost
complexity, maintenance, and cost. Several about 27%.
methods of reducing turbulent skin friction by

altering the turbulence structure itself have Military transport aircraft would show the
shown promise in exploratory testing. This same drag and fuel reductionst but less relative
paper reviews the status of these technologies cost savings. For military aircraft, laminar
and indicates the benefits of applying them to flow offers the advantage of tremendous increases
future aircraft, in range and payload capability(I).

Introduction NASA responded to the increased fuel prices
by giving much more emphasis to research which

From 1960 to 1972, jet fuel prices paid by improved aircraft fuel consumption characteris-
U.S. airlines were nearly constant at about 10¢ tics. Payoffs from such research were identified
per gallon. After the Arab oil embargo of 1973, in references 2 and 3. Through the Aircraft
however, domestic fuel prices increased by over Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program, NASA focused

an order of magnitude to the present level of aircraft fuel conservation technology development
about $1.O5 (fig. 1). During this time, the in the discipline sciences of aerodynamics,
annual U.S. airline fuel bill rose from 1 billion structures, materials, controls, and propulsion(4)
dollars to over 11 billion dollars. The percent -- and much was accomplished with this program.
of airline direct operating cost due to fuel However, it is expected that fuel prices will
increased from 24% to a staggering 60% and continue to increase in the future and there is

inevitably fares -- on average -- rose. The still a lot that can be done. We therefore plan
impact of these cost increases has been signifl- to build on our previous efforts in these basic
cant. Major changes occurred in the kind of dlsclpllnes. This paper will cover NASA research
airline service offered. More seats were added in just one area, that of viscous drag reduction.
to aircraft, fare incentives were given to Here, particularly, current efforts indicate
increase airplane use, design range was better exciting possibilities for large drag reductions

matched to route structure, and drag cleanup because of technological advances in, for example,
operations were performed wherever possible, new materials, fabrication techniques, stability
A major improvement in fuel efficiency resulted theory, and airfoil and wing design methodology.
with traffic Increasing from 162 billion Specific areas of research to be addressed are
passenger miles per year in 1973 to 254 billion natural, laminar flow, suction-controlled laminar
passenger miles per year In 1980 while fuel burned flow, and turbulent skin friction reduction.
in moving this traffic was reduced from about This paper reviews the status of these technolo-

10.7 million gallons annually to only 10.2 gles, how they might be integrated into aircraft,
million gallons, yielding a 65% improvement in the and the potential benefits that might be
passenger miles obtained per gallon of fuel used. realized.
Further improvements, however, depend primarily

, on vehicle and system technology advances. Discussion
Airlines responded by placing orders for an

entirely new generation of fuel-efficlent jet Background ._
transports, the. 767 and 757. The 767 begins Figure 2 displays the fuel efficiency that ;;
scheduled servlce this year and the 757 enters might be attained on a 1990 technology level,
service in early 1983. In addition, many new four-engine, long-range transport airplane. This

" fuel-efflclent models of existing aircraft were reference aircraft is fabricated of composite
(or will be) introduced (i.e., L-lOll-500, DC-9 materials, utilizes supercritlcal airfoil



technology, has an aspect ratio 12 wing_ and actively researching these potential barriers to
uses an active control system featuring relaxed laminar flow flight.
static stability. It is deslgned to carry about
500 passengers and 43,0OO pounds of cargo to a Natural Laminar Flow

range of about 5000 n.mi. Aircraft characteris- andNatura/dlaminars_l_Ww(NLF)Inwin tunnel as both in flight (6)tics are summarized in Table 1. The resulting (7) achieved over 35 years
seat-miles per gallon (smg) at cruise is about ago under very limited conditions on certain
112, almost double the 60 smg possible with airfoils. Wind tunnel tests yielded transition
current long-range aircraft. Also shown in Reynolds numbers as high as 14 million(7) for
figure 2 is the performance possible with the natural laminar flow, under essentially ideal
1990 airplane if laminar flow could be attained conditions of wing smoothness, two-dimensional

over all of the aircraft's surfaces. Such an flow (no cross-flow disturbances), favorable
all-laminar airplane would achieve 225 smg, a pressure gradient, and very low tunnel turbulence
275% increase over the base aircraft's perform- level. However, extensive regions of natural
ante and a 100% increase over the 1990 advanced laminar flow were never achieved on general
technology airplane, aviation or transport airplanes In routine

operations because of the practical constraints
Attainment of laminar boundary layer flow in of large Reynolds numbers, high speed, and rough

day-to-day airplane operations with the resulting wing finishes. The wing size and the sweep angle
reduction in skin friction has long been the associated with a modern transport airplane may
dream of the aerodynamiclst. To appreciate the preclude extensive use of NLF on such aircraft
potential problems associated with this very in the foreseeable future. General aviation
difficult task, consider the physical parameters business and commuter aircraft, however, are much
which affect laminar flow. Figure 3 lists the smaller and usually free of complex leading-edge
most important. Most fundamental, of course, is flaps. Further, general aviation aircraft
the Reynolds number at which laminar flow becomes typlcally fly at lower speeds and do not require
turbulent, the degree of wing sweep used, and the the large wing sweep angles which can introduce
airfoil geometry. If velocity and altitude are cross-flow instabilities and span-wise contami-
constant, the larger the airplane -- the higher nation. Achieving NLF on such aircraft is
the Reynolds number, and the more difficult it is therefore greatly simplified. Furthermore,
to keep flow laminar over a significant part of composite materials have already been introduced
its chord. If the alrplane is also designed for into general aviation aircraft on a limited basis.
high speed, weight considerations usually Such materials offer surfaces which are very
dictate that the wing have a significant degree smooth and which may eventually offer low
of sweep -- thus greatly complicating the basic manufacturing costs. These aircraft are promising
task of preventing transition. Sweep introduces candidates for NLF applications.
cross-flow boundary layer disturbances that may
amplify, interact with Tollmien-Schlichting Recent development of improved NLF airfoils at
waves, and cause transition. Airfoil geometry Langley has led to a new look at NLF technology(8).
determines the extent of the favorable pressure Elements of the NASA NLF flight program(9) are
gradient and suction requirements needed to help illustrated in figure 4. During 1981 and early
stabilize boundary layer fluctuations. Ideally, 1982, test flights were made on the following
new laminar flow wing designs should achieve drag aircraft: T-34C (modified), Vari-Eze, Long-Eze,
divergence Math numbers attainable with turbulent a biplane racer, Skyrocket II, Beech Sierra,
supercrltlcal wlng technology. At the present Cessna P-210, and a Learjet. For most airplanes,
time, however, little information is available transition was detected by use of sublimating
for applicatlon to practical transonic laminar chemicals such as naphthalene, dipheny],
flow aircraft wings. NASA is committed to acenaphtene, and fluorene. These chemicals
providing such fundamental data. evaporate as a function of local shear stress

and heat transfer thus providing a visual
New aircraft structures such as graphlte-epoxy indication of laminar flow breakdown.

composite materials offer the promise of airfoils
of nearly perfect shape, tolerance, and smoothness Natural ]aminar flow flight tests on two
at reasonable cost. When such structures are canard configuratlons (Vari-Eze and Long-Eze)
fabricated or undergo deformation under load, showed large effects on airplane performance and

surface deviations must be kept small to)prevent stability and control when laminar flow was lost.the occurrence of loca] pressure waves (5 which Wind tunnel tests with simulated rain on one

can cause transition. Leading-edge roughness canard airplane (Vari-Eze) confirmed loss of
caused by contaminants such as insects, dirt, laminar flow due to rain. Future flight tests on
erosion, or forelgn object damage must be minimized smooth airplanes capable of supporting laminar
or turbulence wlll result. Suction systems used flow should therefore include fixed transition

to stabllize airplane boundary layers typlcally testing as well as free transition tests. Finally,
have very flne surface openings that must be easy tests on one configuratlon (Skyrocket II) showed
to clean and repair while also resistant to extensive laminar flow in the propeller slipstream.
clogging and corrosion. Noise from the propulsion
system can amplify boundary layer disturbances Maximum transition Reynolds number observed "
and cause premature transltlon. Finally, was about II ml]lion (fig. 5), an expected result
atmospheric conditions can profoundly influence to researchers familiar with the early work on
the performance of a fleet of aircraft designed smooth wlngs(7) but nonetheless a dramatic
for low vlscous drag -- since these aircraft surprise to those who had always assumed turbulent
would operate throughout the world at a variety flow (based on experience with rough aluminum
of altltudes and weather conditions. NASA is now wings). The significance of this work is that it



demonstrates that NLF can indeed be obtained in enabled by the very large reduction in skin
flight on modern productlon quality aircraft friction drag. LFC, therefore, can provide
wings, for the case of low Reynolds number, major benefits in reduced fuel use, lower
smooth wing, low cross-flow disturbances, to a operating costs, and increased range -- as .
chord location of about 30-50% in a favorable shown in NASA-sponsored industry studies(!5 -17)
pressure gradient.

The technical validity of a lamlnar flow
We plan to extend these studies by measuring control (LFC) system has been demonstrated in

transition locations on a NLF glove installed both wind tunnels and flight, the most notable
on the T-34 aircraft wing using thin film gages example being the X-21 research program conducted
to correlate the transition results with the between 1962 and 1965(18-23). This effort was
chemical tests. A study of several different terminated because the Air Force had more urgent
types of porous leading edges (perforated priorities and lacked an aircraft program that
titanium and composites) which can both wet and required this technology. Further, at that time,
de-ice the airfoil surface will also be done in fuel was readily available and of low cost. In
the Langley Research Center Low Turbulence 1965, the main technical problem was the
Pressure Tunnel and the Langley 4- by 7-Meter difficulty in achieving and maintaining very
Tunnel. The latter tests will determine If smooth surfaces between metal joints and gaps.
natural laminar flow can be retalned after Today, new materials and fabrication techniques
insects impact the wet model surface, an make this considerably easier. Many technical
important consideration since residue resulting problems were resolved during the X-21 tests.
from bug impact with an aircraft's leading edge After several years of diligent effort, laminar
can cause an effective roughness which trips the flow was repeatedly achieved over almost all of
boundary layer and initiates a "wedge" of the intended laminar upper wing area(24) to
turbulent flow. Future investigation of propeller Reynolds numbers of about 20 million. Laminar
slipstream effects are planned, as are studies flow was also achieved on a non-routine basis to
to determine the practical upper Reynolds number Reynolds numbers as high as 47 milllon. The main
limit for achieving lamlnar flow on modern problem in retaining laminar flow was the
productlon quality wings. Studies of passive increased importance of surface roughness at these
surface coatings to protect NLF leading edges higher Reynolds numbers. The spanwise contami-
are also planned, nation problem was identified and largely

resolved; the solution being to suck the leadlng
In addition, an initial flight investigation edge and/or minimize the leading edge radius.

of the effect of sweep on natural laminar flow Unresolved at the time the X-21 was cancelled
has been recently accompllshed with a "glove" was the economic feasibility of an LFC system
airfoil mounted on a variable-sweep F-111 including unknowns such as system reliability,
alrpiane(lO). Results indicate that extensive maintenance requirements, and cost. NASA's
regions of natural laminar flow cannot be efforts in resolving these uncertainties began
obtained for leading-edge wing sweeps greater in 1976. We have studied the aerodynamics,
than approxlmately 16 degrees. Linear boundary- materials, structures, systems, and operational
layer stabllity theory is currently being applied problems associated with a laminar flow control
to these data in order to quantify the effect on system. Recent progress has been impressive.
position of transltlon of the interaction between
cross-flow instablllties due to sweep and Stability codes have been developed(25&26),
Tollmeln-Schlichtlng instabilities. Quantifica- compared to experiments(26), and found to
tlon of this Interaction effect is the key to accurately predict boundary layer fluctuation
natural laminar flow wing design and must be growth. An advanced LFC airfoil incorporating
based on experimental data. Plans are being the latest supercritical technology has been
made to obtain the required additlonal data. deslgned (26) and is now being tested in the

Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
Laminar Flow Control (fig. 7). The airfoil design pressure distribu-

Natural laminar flow may not be practical on tion permits a drag divergence Mach number
modern long-range transports except for limited comparable to that obtained with the latest
applications such as the outboard wing region supercritlcal turbulent airfoils. Significant
and low Reynolds number tail regions. To regions of supercritical flow will exist on the
achieve extenslve regions of laminar flow on upper and lower surfaces. The leading edge has
transport aircraft characterized by large size, a small nose radius which helps to stabilize
Reynolds number, and wing sweep, a suction system boundary layer cross-flow disturbances and reduce
Is required to remove a small part of the airfoii's the amount of suction needed. The model (fig. 8)
boundary layer. Partial boundary layer removal has a 7.07-foot chord, 23 degrees sweep, a
stablllzes (reduces disturbance growth rate to thickness ratio of 13%, a design polnt chord
an acceptable level) the boundary layer and keeps Reynolds number of 20 million, and a predicted
It lamlnar (fig. 6). The LFC concept is llft coefficient of 0.55 at the design Hach
applicable to all airplane surfaces, but work to number of 0.755 (normal to the leading edge).
date has generally been limited to studies of A flap extends over the rearward 10.9% of the
wings. Virtually all available reports on LFC chord (for pressure distribution control at off-
can be found in references 11-14. An LFC system design conditions). Spanwise suction slots range
requires a perforated or slotted surface, internal from 0.O025 to 0.006 in. in width, and are
ducting to suck alr from different sections of spaced 0.12 to 1.7 In. apart. Slots cover nearly
the airfoil, and a compressor to expel1 the air. all of the upper surface and about 85% of the
Suction power requirements are small compared to lower surface, and can be individually
the reductions obtained in propulsive power controlled.



The tunnel wall has been faired with a liner diameter and structural configuration are similar
that produces an infinite swept-wing flow over to that of the previously discussed wind-tunnel
the model surface(27). Extensive flow quality model. The DAC system uses a Krueger flap as
improvement modifications to the tunnel plenum both a high-lift device and a bug shield. The
chamber include the addition of a honeycomb flap has a built-in spray nozzle for washing and
screen and five wire mesh screens that reduce deicing. This limits LFC to the upper surface
the tunnel turbulence level to approximately of the airfoil (which accounts for nearly two-
.05%. A two-wall choke between the model and thirds of the wing drag). Suction systems for
diffuser prevents diffuser noise from propagating both gloves are located entirely ahead of the
upstream and tripping the model boundary layer, wing box. The suction system was not extended
Tests will determine the effect of flow quality, into the wing box area to keep cost and complexity
optimum suction arrangement, unit Reynolds number, low. However, the primary problems wlth a LFC
flap angle, angle of attack, and roughness, system occur in the leading edge region.
Initial test results on this model were obtained

earlier this year. Flight testing will begin in 1983 with initial
results available about late summer 1983. The

When the tests on the slotted model are objective is to demonstrate the effectiveness
complete in early 1983, the upper surface of of leading-edge LFC systems in maintaining
the model will be replaced with a perforated laminar flow under conditions of varying weather(34),
titanium surface (fig. 9) fabricated by the geographical location, and altitude -- to provide
Douglas Aircraft Company (DAC). The porous the operational data needed for firm analysis of
design incorporates electron beam drilled holes the extremes encountered in actual airline service
with diameters of approximately .0025 in. at (fig. 11). Two hundred hours of flight tests are
the skin surface and twice that at the back planned. Such data will provide a significant
of the .025 in. thick skin. Holes are spaced part of the essential information about LFC flight
about .025 in. apart. A fiberglas "hat" systems that could not be obtained during the
structure supports the porous skin and blocks X-2I flights.
about one-third of the suction holes. The

model can therefore be more accurately To date, the NASA LFC program gives promise
described as a porous "strip" suction design, that the latest structural and material technology
Each porous strip is approximately 1 in. wide may be used to build LFC structures utilizing
(chordwlse), In future tests in the 8-Foot design and production techniques applicable to
Tunnel, we expect to replace these and other modern airplane production lines. Flight quality
parts of the model so that we can conduct tests prototype hardware has been built. Uncertainties
of natural laminar flow configurations, hybrid regarding LFC application to a transport aircraft
laminar flow airfoils, different nose shapes, wing which revolve around the long-time LFC
and surface roughness. Other wind-tunnel tests questions of real-world reliability, maintenance,
to be conducted during 1983 in the Langley 4- by and cost will be largely answered by the LEFT
7-Meter Tunnel will determine the high-lift flight tests conducted under operatlonal airline
characteristics and requirements of LFC conditions.
airfoils(26).

Application of a laminar flow control system
Under NASA contracts, new structural to the wing and tail of a 1990 transport airplane

concepts suitable for actual aircraft wings would dramatically improve the seat miles obtained
have been designed, built, and tested. A per gallon of fuel used. Figure 12 shows an
slotted skin(28) has been developed by the improvement of 25% to 140 smg. These calculations
Lockheed-Georgia Company (GELAC) and the same assume either a slotted or porous suction surface
has been accomplished with porous skin (29) by (or a comblnatlon of the two) used over approxl-
the Douglas Aircraft Company. Perforated skins mately 75% of the wing and tail area. Such a
can now be routinely fabricated with a waviness system would result in obtaining about one-quarter
(due to the "hat" substructure described of the benefit possible wlth the all-laminar

earlier) of less than O.OOi in. Superplastlc- airplane.
-formed diffusion-bonded titanium fabrication

processes have been applied to both slotted No effort has yet been made to adapt an LFC
and porous skln surfaces (30"32). system to an aircraft fuselage. Laminarizatlon

is especially difficult here since all the
The culmination of the current NASA laminar boundary-layer stabilization problems encountered

flow control program will come with the flight on the wing are present plus very hlgh Reynolds
testing of leading-edge flight test (LEFT) numbers; roughness associated with the location
artlcies in late 1982 and 1983. This program of the cockpit, doors, and hatches; and the
involves LFC gloves mounted on the leading edges complicated flow in the wing-fuselage junction.
of an extensively modified JetStar aircraft Providing hope for an eventual solution, however,
(fig. lO). Very smooth suction surfaces are are wlnd-tunnel tests on a Reichardt body of
integrated with a ducting system in a manner revolution which have shown the feasibility of
such that cleaning and repair are easily using an LFC system to maintain laminar flow to -
accomplished. The left glove is a slotted GELAC a Reynolds number of at least 58 milllon(35-37).
conflguratlon(28). Surface slots are used not Perhaps at ]east partial fuselage laminarization
only for suction but also for washing and deicing, will eventually be possible. If 75% of the
Laminar flow is attained on both the upper and fuselage area could be laminarized on the 1990
lower surfaces; the design does not utilize a airplane, fuel efficiency increases to about
leading-edge flap. The right glove is the porous 189 smg (fig. 12). Such a large payoff certainly
configuration(33) developed by DAC; suction hole represents a tempting target for future viscous

drag reduction.



Hybrid Laminar Flow Control Turbulent drag reduction approaches generally
As the parameters affecting boundary-layer involve some type of nonplanar local geometry(39).

transition and the criteria for maintaining More than ten approaches are now under study, but
laminar flow were gradually identified and the present discussion is confined to two methods
understood, concepts were developed for using which have indicated posslble net drag reductions.
suction in the leading-edge reglon of the Drag reductions observed to date have been measured

airfoil to maintain laminar flow far downstream at relatively low Reynolds number and speed, in a
of the suction surface. This variation of a boundary layer that was artificially tripped, and
LFC system has recently been referred to as a only in a wind tunnel.
hybrid laminar flow control system (HLFC).

Suction is used in the leading-edge region to In the first approach, called "riblets ''(40)
control the growth of cross-flow instabilities the boundary layer structure near the surface is
introduced by sweep after which the pressure altered by using small flow-aligned grooves on
distribution is "tailored" to control the the wall. Some of the configurations tested are
Tollmien-Schllchtlng disturbance growth over shown in figure 15. Riblet heights typically
the wingbox. A HLFC wing would have a super- ranged from .025-.050 cm. and spacing varied from
critical pressure profile perhaps similar to .025-.IOO cm. Reynolds number is typically about
that of figure 13. Pressure distributions on 2 million. The sawtooth geometry provided a 10%
the surfaces of a HLFC airfoil would be favorable net reduction in drag, the most favorable rlblet
over a large region rather than have the nearly result obtained. In an actual application, the
constant profile associated with the wingbox grooves could be manufactured by extrusion
region of an advanced LFC wing. moldlng a thin, low density film with the required

geometry; adhesives would be used to apply the
The hybrid approach may provide more extensive non-load carrying film to the surface. Riblet

laminar flow than possible with NLF on swept weight estimates applied to a 747 class fuselage
wings, but less than that expected with reasonable indicate a penalty of about 700 pounds, which in
chordwise extents of LFC. Extensive chordwise the most favorable case could result in an airplane
suction, however, imposes penalties in weight drag reduction of about 2-1/2%.
and systems complexity, especially in the region

of the wlngbox where fuel is stored. HLFC, The second approach (41) involves alteration of

therefore, Is a compromise between drag reduction the large scales in the outer part of the turbu-
and system simplicity that requires evaluation, lent boundary layer by inserting a low-drag device

within the boundary layer. In effect, the boundary
A preliminary study of the hybrid concept layer is "aged," a phenomena equivalent to an

applied to a transport wing was accomplished by increase in Reynolds number. The basic approach
the Boeing Company(38) with NASA sponsorship is indicated in figure 16. The vortex from the
and indicates significant potential. Laminar large-eddy breakup device is used to diminish the
flow may occur to approximately 30-60% chord boundary layer turbulence structure. Early results
depending on flight altitude, wing surface, and indicate that this very simple device can severely
spanwise locatlon. Expected gains for this alter the outer turbulence scales and provide a
concept as applied to a transport-size aircraft net drag reduction, at least for the limited
wing would Increase the smg of the 1990 transport studies completed to date where Reynolds number
airplane by about 12% to about 125 smg, with at the device location is typically about 2 million
comparatively little change in the basic design and about 4 million where drag reductions are
of the aircraft (fig. 14). measured. At present, it is not known to what

Reynolds number the effect may persist. Efficient
The hybrid concept is far slmplier than a full methods of mounting such a drag reduction device

laminar flow control system, and should therefore are not yet developed.
be more reliable. Given these very sizable

advantages -- in addition to the relative ease Early wind tunnel research indicates that both
with which such a system could be applied to a of these mechanisms may accomplish a net turbulent
production alrcraft at reasonable cost, It Is

drag reduction. However, the specific processes
likely that a hybrid system will be the first involved are not well understood. The lack of
application of laminar flow control to a commercial

theory to fully explain such phenomena togetheraircraft wing. For the same reasons, such a
wlth the absence of a significant amount of data

system may also be considered in the future for with which to optimize these devices mean that
use on a transport aircraft's tail and fuselage, future progress will be heavily dependent on the

extent and quality of our experimental results.
Turbulent Skin Friction Reduction Confirmation of any drag reduction will ofThe discussion thus far has considered attain-
ment of laminar flow, generally on wings. Another course, await flight test experiments. If these

potential benefits could be applied to the fuselage
possible approach to viscous drag reduction is to of the 1990 airplane with laminar flow control on
reduce skin friction drag. This concept may hold the wing and tail, however, a further 7% improvement
promise for the fuselage where Reynolds numbers to 149 smg may be possible (fig. 17)are very hlgh and achieving LFC is difficult.
Early exploratory work has suggested that a net

Concludinq Remarks
drag reduction (after accounting for the drag of

the device) may be possible. These gains are Great promise exists for reducing viscous drag
attained by altering the scale of turbulence near in the near future. Experimental results, both
the wall and in the outer part of the boundary in wind tunnels and flight, indicate that such
layer. Possible advantages in reducing turbulent
drag (versus LFC) include reduced operational technology is rapidly being advanced from the

research stage to that of practical application.sensitivity and therefore increased reliability.



As now envisioned, the NASA program in viscous 9Holmes, B. J.; and 0bara, C. J.: Observations
drag reduction is summarized in figure 18. NASA and Implications of Natural Laminar Flow on
is continuing wind tunnel and flight tests on Practical Airplane Surfaces. ICAS-82-511,
general aviation aircraft to provide the data August 1982.
base needed to give industry the confidence

required to exploit natural laminar flow technol- lOMontoya, L. C.; Steers, L. L.; Christopher,
ogy. For transport applications, some form of D.; and Trujillo, B.: F-Ill TACT Natural Laminar
laminar flow control system will probably be Flow Glove Flight Results. NASA Conference
necessary. A sizeable base of fundamental Publication 2208, September 1981.
research data on a transonic LFC wing is now

being accumulated in ground-based tests, llBushnell, D. M.; and Tuttle, M. H.: Survey
Preliminary structural designs of both slotted and Bibliography on Attainment of Laminar Flow
and porous suction wings have been accomplished. Control in Air Using Pressure Gradient and

Actual operation of a LFC airfoil in Flight wlll Suction - Volume I. NASA RP-1035, September 1979.
begin in 1983. Turbulent skin friction reductlon

is now In an exploratory research stage wlth only ]2Bushnell, D. M.; and Turtle, M. H.: Survey
a small amount of expePimental ground-based data and Bibliography on Attainment of Laminar Flow

available. Control in Air Using Pressure Gradient and
Suction - Volume II. NASA RP-1035, July 1979.

Taken together, the results obtained to date Confidential.

are very encouraging and offer hope for a future

improvement in the performance of most types of 13jobe, C. E.: A Bibliography of AFFDL/FXM
aircraft. Such improvement is likely to take the Reports on Laminar Flow Control. AFFDL-RM-76-26-
form of large increases in the speed and fuel FXM, U.S. Air Force, March 1976.
efficiency of general aviation aircraft, in the

fuel efficiency of transport aircraft, and in a 14Tuttle, M. H.; and Maddalon, D. V.: Laminar
dramatic advance in the range and payload Flow Control 1976-1982; A Selected, Annotated
capability of military aircraft(42). Bibliography. NASA TM-84496, 1982.
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TABLE I - AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY

Takeoff Operating Seat Miles
Gross Empty Lift/Drag Gallon

Weight, Weight, at at
Ibs. lbs. Mid-Cruise Mid-Cruise

1970 Technology 839,000 399 O00 17.2 60

Advanced Technology* 603,000 298 000 20.1 112

Hybrid LFC* 580,000 292 000 22.0 125

LFC Wing/Tail* 557,000 285 000 24.4 140

LFC Wing/Tail + Reduced Turbulent Skin Friction* 547,000 282 000 25.9 149

LFC Wing/Tail/Fuselage* 511,OOO 272 000 31.7 189

All-Laminar Aircraft* 490,000 266 O00 36.7 225

Payload = 490 passengers and 43000 pounds cargo

Design Range = 4800 n.ml.

Engines = 4

*1990 Technology (AR = 12)
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